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“Cognitive psychology tells us that the unaided human mind is

vulnerable to many fallacies and illusions because of its reliance

on its memory for vivid anecdotes rather than systematic

statistics.” — Steven Pinker
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Abstract

Background With the agile approach to managing software development
projects, comes an increased dependability on well functioning teams. Ag-
ile teams are profoundly influenced by social-psychological factors since more
communication and cooperation are needed both within the organization and
team, but also with customers.

Objective The objective of this thesis is to investigate if and how psycho-
logical group processes, i.e. the temporal perspective often referred to as group
development, is related to what is meant by an agile team.

Method A diversity of research designs and data collection methods were
used, including surveys, interviews, and project data, to find and explain con-
nections between team agility and group developmental stages, but also agile
maturity model validity and individual nontechnical skills. A total of 311 peo-
ple participated in the studies from 19 di↵erent companies situated in the US,
Brazil, The Netherlands, and Sweden.

Results The results show that there are connections between group devel-
opment maturity and what is meant by an agile team, demonstrating the rel-
evance of psychological group processes when building agile teams. Group
developmental issues were related to many aspects of how team agility is
described, including team planning e↵ectiveness, interpersonal conflict, open
communication, and dedication. Moreover, the mature use of agile practices
could not be explained by individual nontechnical skills and the e�ciency of
task implementation in agile software development teams were not dependent
of group maturity, but instead individual technical skills.

Conclusions Our first conclusion is that many agile measurement scales are
not scientifically validated and the construct of agility needs to be broken
down into parts that need to be researched separately; one such part being
what is meant by team agility. Secondly, agile teams at di↵erent group de-
velopment stages adopt team agility di↵erently, and the implementation and
management of agile projects need to be adapted to what stage the team is in
from a group-developmental perspective. We also conclude that e�ciency, but
not e↵ectiveness, in agile software development might be more dependent on
individual technical skills than group development and that individual non-
technical skills are poor predictors of the maturity of agile practices.

Keywords agile teams, group development, social psychology, software engi-
neering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the context of software engineering, a set of practices is applied to man-
age complex and rapidly changing projects. These practices have become
extremely popular both within (see e.g. [1]), and outside software develop-
ment (see e.g. [2, 3]). In contrast to traditionally plan-driven software de-
velopment, this paradigm was given the name agile, which means to be able
to move quickly, easily and be flexible [4]. In complex environments, where
clear goals are hard to define and ever-changing, flexible managerial styles
have been suggested to deliver customer value also in earlier management re-
search (see e.g. [5]), which is expressed as working software in agile software
development [6]. Working software should be delivered at an early stage and
is then continuously developed in close customer collaboration, rather than
being subject to the uncertainties of large up-front design and planning in
a changing environment [6]. According to Cobb [7], agile principles are ap-
plicable when the project has demands that are hard to define, or when the
client does not know what (s)he exactly wants. The principles are less suitable
in situations where these conditions do not apply, i.e. projects with a firm
time-frame, clear goals, and with little to no uncertainties so that early and
up-front specification can be used [7]. The multitude of reported benefits of
an agile approach includes increased customer collaboration, better estimation
of tasks, and increased quality [8], but also higher job satisfaction [9] as well
as overall stakeholder satisfaction and therefore project success [10]. Agile de-
velopment, compared to plan-driven ditto, implies more communication and a
stronger focus on people, which make the social-psychological aspects critical
to understand [11].

A few studies have been conducted that set out to investigate some social-
psychological aspects of agile development. Whitworth et al. [12], for example,
verify that agile teams need to look at social-psychological aspects to fully un-
derstand how they function. There are also studies connecting agile methods
to organizational culture [13, 14]. These connect the agile adoption process
to organizational culture to see if there are cultural factors that could jeopar-
dize the agile implementation, which there are. One study divides corporate
culture into di↵erent layers according to Schein [15]. That article shows that
an understanding of cultural layers increases the knowledge of how an agile
organizational culture could be established [16].
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A more recent study has underlined the importance of focusing even more
on social-psychological aspects of workgroups (or teams) in software engineer-
ing to gain more descriptive and predictive power [17].

It is important to realize that other research fields had conducted extensive
research on teams long before software engineering existed. Therefore, this the-
sis includes an overview and an evaluation of agile measurement models that
point to the issues of measuring a new and somewhat ill-defined construct
(Paper 1). Paper 1 made us realize that there is a set of psychological aspects
not included in the measurements as well as the fact that very few of the mea-
surements are scientifically validated. From a team perspective, measurement
is essential to evaluate progress [18]. However, one of the most significant
challenges is to measure at the right abstraction level [19]. Hackman [19] di-
vides levels of abstraction into three, namely micro, meso, and macro. When
researching the creation of agile teams, we want to focus on group-level de-
velopment, hence, the meso level. However, explanations to variance we ob-
serve might very well come from the macro (organizational) level or the micro
(individual) level. Therefore, if we want to understand agility and how such
cultural change a↵ects a software development organization, we should, prefer-
ably, look at all three levels. Paper 2 includes both the meso and macro levels,
and one part is a high-level investigation of how the people responsible for
the ‘agile process’ reason around the enterprise agility in connection to their
specific software development teams. However, the quantitative data were
collected concerning the group-level of the agile teams. Paper 3 also focuses
on the team-level and is a correlation analysis of interpersonal team conflict
in relation to the maturity of agile practices used and the perceived team
productivity. Paper 4 further investigates the connection between group (or
team) maturity regarding external measurements of productivity, namely that
of software development velocity and planning e↵ectiveness. To see if variance
could be explained on the micro level, Paper 5 investigates if individual non-
technical skills could explain the maturity of agile practices, which they could
not.

Some studies try to connect psychological aspects to software engineering
teams in general, which are described in Section 1.2. For the reader to fully
understand the content of this thesis, a basic understanding of agile software
development and its underlying principles is needed, and therefore, Section 1.2
also includes an overview of agile software development in connection with
existing research in social psychology, management, and organizational psy-
chology. When it comes to measuring agility, a background to agility research
concerning agile maturity models can be found in the Related Work section in
Paper 1 (Chapter 2). Also, the reader needs to comprehend basic group de-
velopmental psychology, which is also briefly introduced in Section 1.2 while a
more comprehensive description is given in the Related Work section of Paper
2 (Chapter 3). An additional explanation of group developmental psychology
is also provided in the Background Section of Paper 4 (Chapter 5), together
with a description of existing software process improvement models.

In the next section (Section 1.1), the research focus for this thesis is pre-
sented including the research goal and the research questions. After that,
Section 1.2, will present the theory that is not included in the theoretical
parts of the appended papers, including detailed descriptions of agile soft-
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ware development from a psychology perspective, and more general related
work to that of psychological aspects of software engineering. Section 1.3 will
first present a philosophical reflection on scientific discovery and then show
what methods that were used in the appended papers. Section 1.4 presents
a summary of each paper and their contribution. Section 1.5 will discuss the
papers’ contributions in connection the theoretical background to answer the
overall research question and present limitations to this thesis. Section 1.6 is
an analysis of the validity threats of each paper and in conjunction. Finally
Section 1.7 will provide conclusions and suggest future work.

1.1 Research focus

The high-level goal of this thesis is to look more closely at what team agility
is from a group-psychological perspective. We make no claim having defined
‘agility’ in general, only adding the temporal perspective of team dynamics
to what is meant by an ‘agile team.’ As illustrated in Figure 1.1, we started
out by reviewing how other researchers propose we measure agility in the
software engineering domain. The conclusions from that study (Paper 1) was
that we need to apply more rigorous scientific methods to even state that we
measure parts of behavior that could be seen more agile than the traditional
management approaches used before.

We had the hypothesis that agility in the software engineering context has
a lot to do with group dynamics and relationships between people in the de-
velopment life-cycle, and more so than plan-driven development. To test this
hypothesis, we investigated the e↵ects of group maturity on agile practices
adoption. We conducted an interview study (Paper 2) together with data
from our newly created factors from Paper 1. This analysis shined a light on
how group maturity a↵ects the agile practices and how people responsible for
the agile processes work to navigate through these psychological hurdles when
building agile teams. In Paper 3, we focused on the conflict stage and inves-
tigated the hypothesized negative relationship between interpersonal conflict
in teams and their mature use of agile practices. The fourth step (Paper 4)
was to look at external performance measures to collect further evidence of
the e↵ect of di↵erent group maturity stages on agile practices. Paper 5 is an
investigation of the individual level to see if individual nontechnical skills could
predict the maturity of agile practices, which they could not. Such a result
points at the appropriateness of looking at team agility using the team-level
as the unit of analysis.

The research questions from the appended papers helped us find an answer
to the main research question:

• RQ: How is group maturity related to team agility in software develop-
ment?

– RQ1: Is the agile adoption framework valid according to quantita-
tive tests for internal consistency and construct validity?
(Paper 1)

– RQ2: How is group maturity connected to building agile teams?
(Paper 2)
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Figure 1.1: Research focus.

– RQ3a: Which, if any, agile practices are positively or negatively
associated with interpersonal conflict? (Paper 3)

– RQ3b: Which, if any, agile practices are positively or negatively
associated with perceived productivity? (Paper 3)

– RQ4a: What is the association between group maturity and plan-
ning e↵ectiveness? (Paper 4)

– RQ4b: What is the association between group maturity and soft-
ware development velocity? (Paper 4)

– RQ5: Are individual nontechnical skills connected to the mature
use of agile practices? (Paper 5)

We will now give a short overview of agile software development research
and analyze the agile work practices from a psychological perspective taken
mostly from social psychology research on groups.

1.2 Background and related work

1.2.1 Agile software development

The basic idea of agile software development is that complex projects need
to combine the traditional approach to managing projects and the need to be
able to respond to change. A core practice of any agile method is to develop
the product iteratively, meaning that the projects are divided into shorter iter-
ations (sometimes called ‘sprints’) so that the requirements (sometimes called
‘user stories’) can be re-prioritized continuously. Compared to other man-
agement approaches, this is the key di↵erence in agile software development,
since it is the only project management method that assumes the end-goal
is unknown in detail throughout the project life-cycle [20]. Another key idea
about how such responsiveness to change should be possible is to focus more
on social-psychological aspects both within the teams and with customers [21].
The agile community has, thus, defined a set of principles that they summa-
rize in the Agile Manifesto [4]: “We are uncovering better ways of developing
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software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have come
to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.

• Working software over comprehensive documentation.

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.

• Responding to change over following a plan.

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on
the left more.” [4].

In an attempt of making the manifesto more concrete, the authors con-
nected a set of twelve principles to their manifesto that has been reviewed by
Williams [4]:

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through the early and
continuous delivery of valuable software.

2. Welcome changing requirements at the start of each iteration, even late
in development; agile processes harness change for the customer’s com-
petitive advantage.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple
of months, with a preference for the shorter time-scale.

4. The whole team, from business people through testers, must communi-
cate and collaboratively work together throughout the project.

5. Build projects around empowered, motivated individuals with a shared
vision of success; give them the environment and support they need,
clear their external obstacles, and trust them to get the job done.

6. The most e�cient, e↵ective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is through synchronous communication; im-
portant decisions are documented so [they] are not forgotten.

7. Valuable, high-quality software is the primary measure of progress at the
end of each short time-boxed iteration.

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The whole team should
be able to maintain a reasonable work pace that includes dedicated time
for exploration, visioning, refactoring, and obtaining and responding to
feedback.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility.

10. Simplicity — the art of maximizing the amount of work not done — is
essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self or-
ganizing teams guided by a vision for product release.
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12. With each iteration, the team candidly reflects on the success of the
project, feedback, and how to be more e↵ective, then tunes and adjusts
its plans and behavior accordingly.

From both a research and industry perspective, measuring ‘agility’ is of
course of very high value. However, the vagueness and breadth of the agile
principles make a definition of one single construct of ‘agility’ in its broader
sense complicated to achieve. The research on agile software development
has, therefore, naturally become split into di↵erent subcategories, like what is
meant by ‘agile requirements engineering’ [22], ‘agile contracting’ (see e.g. [23]),
and so on and so forth.

1.2.2 Research on agile software development

There are many agile methods, such as eXtreme Programming (or XP) [20],
Kanban [24] and Scrum [25], which try implement the agile principles by pre-
scribing a set of concrete practices. Even though these practices are widely
used in industry [26], their scientific underpinnings can sometimes be ques-
tioned. Much of the literature is from anecdotal evidence presented by practi-
tioners in books with little available data (see e.g. [7,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34]).
However, in recent years, the empirical studies on agile software development
have increased and focus on di↵erent aspects of agile software development
and management [35]. The areas covered by secondary studies were: adop-
tion, methods, practices, human and social aspects, CMMI, usability, global
software engineering (GSE), organizational agility, embedded systems, and
software product line engineering [35]. The three systematic literature reviews
covering human and social aspects and organizational agility were about di-
mensions of organizational agility (organizational structures, workforce, devel-
opment process, management and leadership, and infrastructure) [36], the role
of communication [37], and developers’ motivation in agile projects [38]. In a
more recent secondary study on behavioral software engineering (i.e. human
and social aspects of software engineering), Lenberg et al. [17] concluded that
studies have mostly: “focused on a few concepts, which have been applied to
a limited number of software engineering areas.” Furthermore, they conclude
that “the individual studies have typically had a narrow perspective focusing
on few concepts from a single unit of analysis.” Wufka et al. [39] also concluded
that agility emerges from teams’ reactions to needs for change and that agility
needs to be understood from a process (i.e. temporal) perspective of teams.

Altogether recent research on agile software development defines a gap with
regards to using many di↵erent units of analysis, and no studies have been
found that specifically connect the temporal perspective of group dynamics
(i.e. group development) and agile software development teams.

We have only found one study that has summarized the practices that are
common to most agile methods created a scale for each practice and validated
these factors by using psychometrics [40]. We used these scales as an agile
practices measurement in Papers 3 and 5 that are included in this thesis. One
of the authors, Chaehan So [41], also presents a unique quantitative study on
agile practices in connection with some aspects of social psychology. His study
provides an empirically evaluated connection between these agile practices and
measurements of goal commitment, social support, adaptation, and knowledge
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growth (even though in the form of a non-peer-reviewed dissertation in social
psychology). The author also suggests a useful division of the agile practices
into core, technical, team interaction, and customer interaction practices.

In the next section, we will present more research on agile software de-
velopment in connection with these agile work practices and to management,
social and organizational psychology findings.

1.2.3 Agile work practices and social psychology

We will now describe the general agile work practices, as defined by So et
al. [40], and connect these to existing social, management, and organizational
psychology findings. For a reader without a background in social psychology
to understand some of the reflections we will first provide a set of definitions:

• Group – “Three or more members that interact with each other to per-
form a number of tasks and achieve a set of common goals” [42].

• In-group – “A group that an individual is a member of” [43].

• Out-group – “A group that an individual is not a member of” [43].

• Entitativity – “The property of a group that makes it seem like a coher-
ent, distinct and unitary entity” [43].

• Group socialization – “Dynamic relationship between the group and its
members that describes the passage of members through a group in terms
of commitment and of changing roles” [43].

• Group structure – “Division of a group into di↵erent roles that often
di↵er with respect to status and prestige” [43].

• Roles – “Patterns of behavior that distinguish between di↵erent activities
within the group, and that interrelate to one another for the greater good
of the group” [43].

• Stereotype – “Widely shared and simplified evaluative image of a social
group and its members” [43].

• Prototype – “Cognitive representation of the typical/ideal defining fea-
tures of a category.” A prototype is only a stereotype if shared by the
out-group [43].

• Self-esteem – “Feelings about and evaluations of oneself” [43].

Iterative development – The core practice of agile development The
agile principles one, three, and seven (see Section 1.2.1) are all directed towards
delivering value in short iterations to customers, highlighting this practice as
the core practice of agile software development [44]. The idea is to deliver
working software comprising some initial functionality that gives value to the
customer at a very early point in time in the development life-cycle. Such
approaches have high face validity, but when broken down, these ideas in-
clude a diversity of competences and dynamics needed by the agile team to
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deliver value in such short iterations. In more general management research,
there has been more thorough research on which general work practices con-
tribute to performance (see e.g. [45]) and to successfully implement iterative
development, the team must have a high degree and maturity of, for example,
sta�ng, decentralized decision-making, and communication [46]. Principle two
is about welcoming changes in requirements from customers and integrate these
changes into the upcoming delivery. Such responsiveness to change demands
decentralized decision-making, but also self-organization (or self-management)
of teams within the organization [46]. Without the possibility to self-organize,
the structure will be too rigid to enable the team to respond as rapidly as
necessary in the software development business [21], an aspect also stated in
principle number eleven.

Iteration planning – A teamwork practice Agile principle number five
spans over a broad area of psychological aspects of the workplace. Obtaining
empowered and motivated individuals that have the needed support to solve
any given task together with high levels of trust, are all aspects known to be
necessary [47,48] but are not always in place [49]. Creating a shared vision has
also been shown in research to be a key for success since the beginning of the
1990s and is one of the main components of transformational leadership [50].
A shared vision is necessary since the team needs an overall goal to break down
when planning the upcoming iteration. The process of planning an iteration
is sometimes called the Planning Game in the agile context [51], where the
team (including the customer or a customer representative) prioritizes and
conducts e↵ort estimation on the requirements that are often written as ‘user
stories’ [52]. Principle number ten regarding the importance of simplicity is
somewhat connected to the concept of reducing waste in lean manufacturing,
together with the continued avoidance of doing unnecessary activities in the
project (or process) life-cycle [53]. To plan in such a way, the team must know
the members’ real competences and abilities, which also implies maturity in
the development process and that the members of the group are committed
and fully integrated into the group (see Levine et al. [54] for more details on
group socialization theory).

Stand-up meetings – A teamwork practice The fifth principle states
that developers, but also business people and testers, should be on the same
team and collaboratively work together through the whole project life-cycle
(i.e. having cross-functional teams). For teams to have the possibility to co-
ordinate, the agile teams have frequent team coordination meetings that also
need to be time-boxed (a rule of thumb is around 15 minutes which is the
amount of time people can ‘stand up’). The three most common questions all
group-members are intended to answer on a daily basis are: (1) What have you
done since we last met? (2) What are you planning to do until we meet again?
(3) What, if any, impediments are you encountering that are preventing you
from making progress? [55].

A well-researched approach to explaining many group phenomena is the
social identity theory (see e.g. [43, 56]). Not only has the theory gained em-
pirical evidence in social psychology research but also in recent research in
social neuroscience (see e.g. [57]). To understand that theory, we first need to
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understand the concepts on which it is based. Social categorization is the clas-
sification of people into di↵erent social groups, which is a deeply rooted human
trait, and a person’s social identity is the part of the self that is derived from
the various memberships we have in social groups. Social identity theory is,
therefore, the theory of group membership and intergroup relations based on
self-categorization, social comparison and a self-definition regarding in-group
properties (i.e. a prototype). Self-categorization is how we categorize ourselves
and thereby construct a social identity [58]. According to the minimal group
paradigm [59], even explicitly random group assignments trigger discrimina-
tory behavior against an out-group. The idea is that a successful intergroup
bias creates or protects (high) in-group status, which provides a positive social
identity (which in turn satisfies group-members’ need for positive self-esteem).
Researchers have successfully explained how groups gain positive self-esteem
through intergroup bias but have been less successful when explaining inter-
group bias motives due to threats or depressed self-esteem [56]. However, Hogg
et al. [58] suggest that competition for positive social identity characterizes in-
tergroup behavior.

When connecting the popularity of having cross-functional teams in the
modern workplace (see e.g. [60]) to social identity theory, it becomes clear
that it, in fact, decreases intergroup bias. Traditionally, the software engi-
neering industry had more waterfall-type projects where di↵erent roles and
di↵erent phases of project work were, in the extreme case, even conducted by
people sitting in separate buildings, which lead to synchronization problems
between di↵erent organizational functions [61]. Having these various orga-
nizational functions share their chores and issues often, would be expected
to increase cohesion and understanding of the whole project through shared
mental models, which have also gained initial empirical support [55, 62].

Retrospectives – A teamwork practice The aspect of promoting sus-
tainable development with regards to work-hours suggested in principle num-
ber eight is partly implemented through the retrospective meetings. The idea
is that the team should reflect on possible improvement points about their
teamwork at the end of each iteration [63] (as specifically stated in principle
twelve). More generally, such reflective meetings are often called team de-
briefs, and have been shown with scientific rigor to increase e↵ectiveness [64].
McHugh et al. [48] found that these types of meeting need work and careful
guidance to function in their intended way also in software development. In
a recent longitudinal study, Lehtinen et al. [65] showed that, initially, newly
formed teams focus more on task progress and task outcome and, as the teams
mature, they focus to a larger extent on process and cooperation. Such findings
also relate the ‘agility’ of a team to group socialization and group development
since members of the group will behave di↵erently depending on how well in-
tegrated they are in the team [54], meaning that a well-integrated individual
will be more likely to perform retrospectives in the way they are intended.

Customer acceptance tests – A customer interaction practice As
an additional way of involving the customer in the development life-cycle, as
the agile principles one, two, and three prescribe, the customer reviews the
work after each iteration in a meeting called customer acceptance tests. In
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such a meeting, the customer gets to see and test the latest working version
of the product with some functionality of high priority to provide continu-
ous feedback, but also to be given the possibility to change the requirements
of the product [20]. As mentioned in the introduction, compared to other
project management paradigms, the end goal is more likely to change in an
agile project since a critical element is a responsiveness to change [7]. The
approach prescribes a confession and a realization that, in modern software
development projects, finding the perfect goal at the beginning of a project, is
a futile endeavor according to Engwall [5] in the management research field,
however, having such a mindset could complicate contracting [23]. In the next
paragraph, we connect customer interaction to the social identity theory.

Customer access – A customer interaction practice In a practitioner’s
case study, Krebs [66] reported on the importance of meeting the customer
even more often to leverage the desired rapid response to change. Having
direct links to the customer have been shown di�cult in practices due to
shortages of resources provided by the customer [22]. In relation to social
identity theory, frequent contact between the technical team-members and the
customer would, not only lead to more responsiveness to change, but also a
possibility to reduce intergroup bias. The customer representative would, then,
be an addition to the team’s e↵ectiveness if included on the basis that the roles
are defined as di↵erent and maintained with their positive distinctiveness when
cooperating [67].

Continuous integration and testing – A technical practice The agile
principle number nine promotes technical excellence and good design. The
practice related to this principle, as suggested by So et al. [40], is the only
purely technical practice measured in the survey. It prescribes the continuous
integration of source code into the software product that is covered by a set
of tests. Such tests are pieces of code written to detect errors in the product
code, used to assure code quality [40].

Collocation Opposite to what one might think, the software development
processes have gone towards a more analog work-place through agile practices.
Having the team collocated in the same room with requirements as sticky notes
on physical boards have been promoted by the agile community to, again,
increase the velocity of the development in a rapidly changing environment
[68]. Many cases have been reported where the communication challenges of
distributed teams have been satisfactorily dealt with using modern technology
and slightly di↵erent practices (see e.g. [69]). Another study showed that both
agile and traditional projects have the same issues regarding collocation [70].

Recent social psychology studies have shown that, in general, the team
performance on many di↵erent tasks is set on group-level, independent of the
intelligence of the individuals [71]. The intelligence of groups have instead been
shown to be more dependent on social sensitivity (i.e. a person’s ability to read
emotions in facial expression), and conversational turn-taking (i.e. groups were
less collectively intelligent if a few individuals dominated the conversations).
In addition, the ability to read facial expression was also a strong predictor
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when subjects were communicating through text messages. This result pro-
vides evidence that social sensitivity is equally vital in virtual teams, i.e. with
emotional sensitivity comes both the ability to ‘read the mind in the eyes,’
but also the ability to ‘read between the lines’ [72]. All-in-all, these findings
suggest that collocation is not a specific prerequisite for an agile approach to
projects.

Summary The agile approach to software development projects evolved in
practice and has gained extensive and wide-spread popularity within software
development (see e.g. [1]). As have been shown in this review, the prescribed
behavior in these agile practices is well-founded in social psychology, which
provides social-psychological reasons for their popularity. However, the scien-
tific studies needed to gather empirical evidence from the unique context of
agile software development somewhat lag behind.

Hogg et al. [73] explicitly suggest a set of propositions for how social iden-
tity and self-categorization relate to the organizational context. One of their
propositions is that changes in which out-groups the in-group compares itself
to will change the view of the group’s own identity, including the properties of
the ideal member (i.e. the prototype). In this section, we have described such
e↵ects in relation to cross-functional teams and the positive e↵ect of the inclu-
sion of the customer in the development life-cycle, which is in line with what
Hogg et al. [73] proposed would happen. Another proposition is that harmo-
nious relations between di↵erent subgroups of the organization are best kept
by recognizing both the subgroups (e.g. Quality Assurance Engineer, Software
Developers, Software Tester, etc.) and other organizational constellations, in-
cluding the teams and the company as a whole. This proposition means that
the cross-functional agile teams must recognize both the value of the team as a
whole but also the di↵erent roles and make distinctions between them, which
is then also true about the customer.

Research gap When looking at the descriptions of the agile practices over-
all, many of the internal practices seem to assume full group-membership seen
from a group socialization perspective [54]. They also assume the entire work-
group to be mature from a developmental perspective [74, 75]. To fully un-
derstand the social-psychological components of the team-based workplace in
general and the agile context in particular, we also need to investigate the
temporal perspective of the interplay between group development and the ag-
ile approach to projects. In addition, software engineering provides a context
where projects are highly complex and rapidly changing, which is somewhat
a new context of research for more general small group research. The existing
research on group e↵ectiveness has also been criticized for having been built on
a relatively small number of groups from specific contexts [18]. It is therefore
essential to apply a temporal perspective to the agile team dynamics, since
team agility might be dependent on the maturity of work groups and thus
need di↵erent and contextualized implementations.

In industry, many agile transitions fail because of lack of team capabili-
ties [76]. Without understanding the psychology of groups, such survey find-
ings are hard to use to improve one’s practices. Relating agile practices to
deeper psychological theories, like in this thesis, could also provide a deeper
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understanding of the psychological processes in the agile workplace. Such
recognition would then hopefully lead to better predictability and interven-
tion concerning human factors in agile projects.

1.2.4 Agility and group development research

There are advantages of looking at the group level instead of only individuals
and their traits [58, 77]. Such benefits also verified by the few articles found
within software engineering and personality that are presented next. In a
study by McDonald et al. [78] in the software engineering domain, the authors
conclude that as much is derived from the context of the workgroup, as of the
people in it. Still, most studies focus on individual psychology, such as studies
on psychological needs connected to software development teams (see e.g. [79]).
As a side-note, the term ‘team’ is almost used exclusively for workgroups in
software engineering research and practice and denotes a small work-group at
an organization. As previously mentioned, human factors have gotten more
attention in software engineering [80]. Lenberg et al. [17] also believe more
focus on these factors in research is needed. Feldt et al. [81] also argue for
the use of personality tests to put together teams, even though they state
that personality cannot be considered in isolation. An indication of this is a
more recent study by Cruz et al. [82] showing that 40 years of using personality
tests in software engineering does not give any consistent results. Furthermore,
studies by Licorish et al. [83] and Hannay et al. [83] have shown that personality
tests have little predictive value and looking at behavior in context could be
a better approach if a prediction is a primary goal.

Melnik et al. [9] showed that people working in agile teams have higher job
satisfaction, and one crucial aspect of a mature team is higher job satisfac-
tion [84]. Group work is everywhere, and the flexibility of agile teams makes
working in groups even more important [85]. Collaboration in agile teams
is described much in the same way as mature groups in group development
research [84]. Research also confirms a general gap in taking human factors
into consideration within software engineering [11, 17, 86, 87, 88], and we have
not found any research connecting the group developmental aspects to team
agility.

Another study was conducted by Moe et al. [62], where they studied a
Scrum project that was implemented in an organization. They concluded
that transition to self-organizing teams needs buy-in from both developers
and managers. Team orientation, team leadership, and coordination, as well
as the division of work, were factors to consider when moving towards be-
coming an agile team. The same authors also concluded that challenges when
implementing shared decision-making were: alignment of strategic product
plans with iteration plans, allocation of development resources, and perform-
ing development and maintenance tasks in teams [89]. Hoda et al. [90] also
showed the importance of having defined roles in agile teams, which is some-
thing stressed as crucial in group development research [84]. The aspects of
all these three studies are parts of group development and therefore motivate
studying the relationship between the agile practices and group maturity. As
also mentioned, there has been some critique of the organizational psychol-
ogy literature that descriptive group development models are not developed in
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context or based on relatively limited observations of a few types of group [18].

1.2.5 The stages of group development

Keyton [42] defines a group as three or more members that interact with each
other to perform a number of tasks and achieve a set of common goals. This
definition implies that many large groups are in fact a set of smaller subgroups
and should be handled as separate groups. If the group consists of more
than eight individuals, they are less productive than smaller groups [91]. A
‘workgroup’ is a composition of members that are striving to create a shared
view of goals and trying to develop a structure to achieve these goals. A
distinction is sometimes made between a work-group and a team in that a team
has found e↵ective ways of achieving its goals [84]. However, in the software
engineering domain, a small work-group is often termed a ‘team,’ and we will
use these terms somewhat interchangeably in this thesis even though an agile
team is referred to as the end-goal of having built a high performing small
work-group in the software development context.

1.2.5.1 Group development over time

The study of the behavior of small groups was launched with the establishment
of a research center for group dynamics in 1946, and several research groups
proposed di↵erent ways of analyzing the behavior of groups [84]. Some studies
suggest group development can be described as states or levels of activity, i.e.
cyclic models (see, e.g. [92]), but an integrated theory of linear and cyclic mod-
els was first introduced in 1964 according to Wheelan [84]. A comprehensive
synthesis of various group development models was conducted by Tuckman et
al. [74]. The result of their analysis was a conceptual model including of four
stages of group development, namely, Forming, Storming, Norming, and Per-
forming. Similar phases of group development were suggested by Agazarian et
al. [93] and based on systems-centered theory. The model proposed by Whee-
lan [84] largely overlaps these stages from those two models and is presented
next.

1.2.5.2 The integrated model of group development

Wheelan [94] created an integrated model of group development with four dif-
ferent development stages. These stages are described in more detail in the
Related Work section of Paper 2 but are also briefly described here. The key
part of the theory is that groups develop through di↵erent maturity stages.
This fact is straight-forward since we all know we behave di↵erently with peo-
ple we do not know and people we do know. Furthermore, the developmental
stages of groups can also be compared to the developmental stages of an in-
dividual human. We figure out what world we got born into (being a child),
then we question the structures we see (adolescence). After that, we can orga-
nize our lives better and be more informed (young adulthood), and finally, we
somewhat find our place in this world and can focus more on how to develop
and mature [95].
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Stage 1: Dependency and inclusion The first stage is categorized by
three main areas; concerns about safety and inclusion, member dependency
on the designated leader, and a wish for order and structure. The group is
supposed to become organized, capable of e�cient work, and achieve goals, so
the first stage must have a purpose in getting there [94].

Stage 2: Counter-dependency and fight When the group safely navi-
gated through the previous stage, the group members will have gained a sense
of loyalty. As people feel an increased level of safety, they will dare to speak
up and express opinions that might not be shared by all members. The sec-
ond stage of a group’s development is, therefore, a conflict phase where a
fight is a must to create clear roles to be able to work together constructively.
The members have to go through this to be able to trust each other and the
leader [94].

Stage 3: Trust and structure The third stage is a structure-developing
phase where the roles are based on competence instead of striving for power or
safety. Communication will be more open and task-oriented. The third stage of
group development is characterized by more mature negotiations about roles,
organization, and processes [94].

Stage 4: Work and productivity The fourth and final stage (excluding
the termination phase) is when the group wants to get the task done well at the
same time as the group cohesion is maintained over an extended period. The
group also focuses on decision-making and encourages task-related conflicts.
Stage 4 is a time of intense productivity and e↵ectiveness, and it is at this
stage the group becomes a team [94].

The most significant contribution of Wheelan is probably to connect a
questionnaire to the suggested model of group development (the Group Devel-
opment Questionnaire [94]). In doing so, it has become possible to diagnose
and pinpoint in what group stage the group the group has the most issues, and
therefore obtain means to move forward in its development. The whole survey
has a total of 60 items and provides a tool for research on, and interventions
in, teams.

1.2.6 Project and group life-cycles

It is more and more common to work in the form of projects within organiza-
tions, and a project goes through a set of stages that can be described as Idea,
Planning, Execution, and Termination [96]. The first stage (the idea stage)
is when the idea comes to place, and the company realizes that a project is
needed around a specific goal. The planning stage comprises detailed planning,
budgeting, scheduling, recruitment, and procurement. The execution stage is
when the main project work gets done, and in the termination stage, the work
decreases and the results are delivered to the customer.

The group development life-cycle described in Section 1.2.5 and the project’s
life cycle have a mutual e↵ect on each other, and the problem is that the group’s
development and the project’s development are rarely synchronized. There-
fore, the group members could avoid sharing their opinions in the project plan-
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Figure 1.2: Project and group development stages (adopted from [96]).

ning stage, because the group is, psychologically, in the Forming stage. Also,
the group might as well be in the conflict (Storming) stage during project
execution, which is when the team’s performance needs to be at its peak. As
the cycle moves along, the team might be starting to perform at its best when
the project terminates [96]. All these e↵ects, are, of course, suboptimal (see
Figure 1.2).

1.2.7 Situational leadership

Instead of finding an optimal leadership style, Hersey et al. [97] suggested al-
ready in the seventies that a leader much adapt and change the style depend-
ing on the group. This model consists of maturity levels of group members,
but also a balance between relation- and task-oriented behaviors. A leader
should act di↵erently depending on the needs of the group. Modern organiza-
tional psychology scholars also advocate a dynamic team leadership adapted
to emerging needs even in the same situation [98]. The steps suggested by
Hersey et al. [97] are illustrated in Figure 1.3.

1.2.8 Similarities in development models

In both the situational leadership model presented in the previous section,
the group development model in Section 1.2.5, and the project development
model in Section 1.2.6, the phases are divided into a formation stage, a crisis
stage, a norming stage, and a work stage. These can also be compared to, for
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Figure 1.4: Organizational development stages (adapted from [99]).

example, Greiner’s [99] model for growing organizations (see Figure 1.4). A
new organization starts with the entrepreneurial phase where it grows through
creativity. The manager is here individualistic, creative and an entrepreneur.
At the end of Phase 1, the organization has a leadership crisis. The following
phase is the collective phase where growth is managed through directives that
often come from the leader. At the end of this phase, the organization goes
through a crisis of autonomy. Phase 3 is a phase of formalization where growth
is managed through delegation. Total delegation and autonomy is given from
the leader but ends with a crisis of control. The development phase (Phase
4) is to grow by coordination. The leader acts as a watchdog, and this phase
often ends up in a crisis of bureaucracy (sometimes called ‘red tape’). The final
stage is recognized through team-oriented work and interpersonal skills where
learning and innovation are present. While we realize that this publication is
less scientific, it largely overlaps with other findings in organizational dynamics
(see, e.g. [100]). These phases are very similar to the group development
stages, human development, situational leadership, and project development.
The challenge is to be aware of these and synchronize them carefully.

1.2.9 Agility at three levels of an organization

The final step of this theoretical background is then to connect the three levels
of agility to the three more general abstraction levels of organizational theory.
As mentioned, there is some evidence showing that agility in its broader sense
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is needed at all levels of an organization to reach the intended increase in pro-
ductivity and it is possible to change the practices on a more superficial level
without the cultural change [101]. We, therefore, need the whole organization
to be on board with our agile transition, which is not very surprising, but
complicated in practice. Returning to Greiner’s [99] model of growing orga-
nizations (see Figure 1.4), we can see that small organizations, like start-ups,
are agile by definition, i.e. they do not have any substantial overhead pro-
cesses to satisfy when making decisions or negotiating with customers, and
are characterized by creativity. However, they will have a leadership crisis
sooner or later when the organization gets too large, with the reason being
that the founder is then unable to obtain an overview and have control over
all operations in the organization. This reasoning provides an explanation to
why larger companies can not, and should not, function like small start-ups.
However, there are di↵erent approaches to growing an organization than the
classical command-and-control paradigm, i.e. to instead: ‘trust the collective
intelligence of the system’ [102]. However, such organizations are still rare and
out of the scope of this thesis. We also believe it is too early to know the
potential of such approaches at a much larger scale since they are more of an
exception than a rule today.

Therefore, we need to investigate how agility is connected to maturity on all
three levels of the organization, that is, the organizational, team/project, and
individual levels. Understanding more about these interactions could increase
the predictability of when agile transformation e↵orts succeed or fail and pro-
vide explanations for why. In this thesis, we mostly look at the team-level
but also touch upon the explanatory power of investigating individual non-
technical skills. Also, we present a study including interviews with the people
responsible for the agile transition at an organizational level. The methods
used in the papers included in this thesis are described next.

1.3 Method

A well-cited publication in software engineering research is the paper on con-
ducting case studies by Runesson et al. [103]. They also provide an overview of
other research methods (case studies, surveys, experiments, and action stud-
ies) and their connection to research philosophy. We believe a clear definition
of each method and for what research question they should be used, could
be counterproductive in research since triangulation with regards to data,
methodologies, and theories always increases overall validity. Besides, cat-
egorizing data collection techniques as qualitative or quantitative could be
misleading since a ‘qualitative’ data collection technique (like, for example,
interviewing) might sometimes be used to collect quantitative data (counting
specific words, for example).

Therefore, this section will first give a more philosophical reflection on sci-
entific discovery and then present what methods were used for each appended
paper more in relation to types of data.
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Figure 1.5: The two tables illusion. Are they of di↵erent size?

1.3.1 Research – The search for truth

Human perception One aspect that should be considered, when investi-
gating human-beings in any environment, or ‘system,’ is that we can never
investigate the real world using people’s reasoning. We can not investigate
the real world in deterministic mathematical models either. However, these
models are often closer to the real world. If we use people as research subjects,
we will most often only research their perception of the context and rarely the
context itself. This di↵erence is an important distinction to make because
people can have alternative interpretations of the same situation (something
witness psychology must deal with [104]). Sometimes we all make the same as-
sumption about the world, and we all can get tricked in the same way, like the
tables in Figure 1.5 (which are of the same exact size). Besides, we sometimes
automatically assume di↵erent contexts, like the dress shown in Figure 1.6.
The people that see the dress white and gold assume that dress is outside in
natural lighting and the ones seeing the dress in black and blue automatically
assume the dress to be indoors in artificial lighting.

The point we want to make is that di↵erent people have di↵erent percep-
tions of real objects. Even time (which is often perceived as an exact metric)
is di↵erent depending on where the observer stands (as theorized by Albert
Einstein and first proved empirically by Hafele et al. [105] in 1972). When
investigating human factors in software engineering, we should always state
that we describe the perception of the construct and not the construct itself.
The perception often what we are interested in any way.

Memory and motivated reasoning To provide some more detail of how
memory works, a brief overview of research on the motivated reasoning in
social psychology is provided next.

Our old view of humans as ‘rational’ concerning objective information
has largely been abandoned in the modern psychological discourse [43] and
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Figure 1.6: The dress picture. White and gold, or black and blue?

we know that ‘feeling’ and ‘doing’ are inseparable processes in the human
brain [106]. Kunda [107] suggests that motivation (or goals) is the source of
why humans reason in a biased way and attributes this bias to our reliance
on a set of a↵ected cognitive processes. These processes are strategies for ac-
cessing, constructing, and evaluating beliefs. She makes a distinction between
motives to arrive at an accurate conclusion and motives to arrive at a particu-
lar (or directional) conclusion. Kunda argues that: “both kinds of goals a↵ect
reasoning by influencing the choice of beliefs and strategies applied to a given
problem. But accuracy goals lead to the use of those beliefs and strategies that
are considered most appropriate, whereas directional goals lead to the use of
those that are considered most likely to yield the desired conclusion” [107].

People are generally motivated to be accurate and are aware of the e↵ort-
accuracy trade-o↵, meaning that people do not only assess how good an out-
come they desire but also the amount of cognitive e↵ort that is needed for
such an outcome. In an experiment by McAllister et al. [108], the authors
found that subjects that were motivated to be more accurate chose more com-
plex and time-consuming decision-making strategies than those who were less
motivated. These manipulations were done to show that increased accuracy
motives lead to a reduction of bias and that many biases are due to hasty
reasoning. However, Kunda suggests that for accuracy to reduce bias: “it
is crucial that subjects possess more appropriate reasoning strategies” [107],
implying that bias can still occur even if motivation exists, and argues fur-
ther that such treatments do not explain the impact accuracy goals have when
accompanied by directional goals. People attempt to be rational, and when
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subjected to directional goal, they construct a justification of the desired out-
come, according to Kunda [107].

Kunda [107] states that people draw the desired conclusions if they can gen-
erate evidence to support such a conclusion through a biased memory search
driven by their goals. Just like Pyszczynski et al. [109], she argues that there
is a self-esteem motive to being able to defend the conclusions by conducting a
biased hypothesis testing equal to the concept of a biased memory search. In
a study by Kunda et al. [110], subjects selectively responded to a personality
test depending on what traits had been promoted for a successful career, pre-
sumably because they wanted to view themselves as characterized by higher
levels of such desired traits. This result means that we even tend to change
our concepts of ourselves when motivated to do so by such a directional goal.
However, such e↵ects were mediated by prior self-knowledge, meaning that we
can only bias our memory to a certain extent in relation to justifying such
conclusions. In an additional study, subjects reported less frequent behavior
in relation to tooth brushing depending on if it was primed as good or bad
for health [111]. Kunda [107] concludes that the accuracy goals lead to more
intense processing, but at the same time, the directional goal creates bias. We
will come back to motivated reasoning in the validity threats section of this
thesis.

The research conducted in this thesis The main point we want to make
in this section is that we need to understand people’s motives when investigat-
ing human factors in software engineering. It is sometimes frustrating to have
realized that our research is only a fraction of the research needed to generalize
to the intended population of ‘agile teams’ across the globe, however, adding
group maturity to the concept is still, though only an initial, but an utterly
important step, we believe. We are far from having proven any concepts and
the big scientific discoveries of the truth for our world, like the theory of evolu-
tion [112] and heuristics in behavioral economics [113] (in some contexts), we
consider true at this point, simply because researchers have gathered massive
empirical evidence.

We would like to take the opportunity here to refer to the quote by Stephen
Pinker at the beginning of this thesis. It has been our purpose to consistently
try to debias our research by being aware of existing cognitive biases. One
such attempt was to include a paper investigating the individual micro level
of nontechnical skills to su↵er less from confirmation bias when suggesting the
addition of group maturity to the understanding of agile teams.

1.3.2 Methods used in this thesis

The statistical method of factor analysis presented in Paper 1 (Chapter 2) is
one way of checking if the data support the idea that a test measures what we
hope it does. That method will not replace other aspects of validity, but we do
not see any disadvantages with collecting empirical evidence for surveys used
in research as one step in validating measurement scales used. In the field
of psychology, researchers need to be very careful stating that surveys that
have not been scientifically validated give any evidence for a certain research
hypothesis. We believe the field of software engineering should be as careful
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when using poorly validated tools both in research and practice. Paper 1
(Chapter 3) uses such a statistical test (i.e. a factor analysis) on an agile
maturity model, showing that it is not enough to develop an agile measurement
by only using anecdotal evidence or data from only one case.

Of course, collecting a lot of data can be cumbersome. Sometimes we need
to do as well as we can, given small samples and scarce information. Also, if a
research angle is new and unexplored, it is impossible to know what questions
to ask in a survey. For these new emerging fields or aspects, a qualitative
approach is the only option before one can triangulate the construct with
additional quantitative data, and finally, conduct experiments. That is why
we conducted, and added qualitative data (in addition to more quantitative
data), to the research presented in Paper 2 (Chapter 3). We believe that
triangulation is key to increasing the validity of smaller studies.

Paper 3 (Chapter 4), though, did not apply triangulation. Instead, we used
already quite rigorously validated scales created by other scientists. In doing
so, we relied on their previous findings and only contributed with a connection
between data from their scales. To changed perspective, Paper 4 (Chapter
5) connects group development data to that of external measurements of pro-
ductivity, namely software development velocity and planning e↵ectiveness.
However, with such a small sample we also added a set of interviews to in-
crease the validity of that case study. As mentioned earlier, we wanted to
change the level of analysis in Paper 5 (Chapter 6) in which we collected a
larger data sample to increase the statistical power, i.e. the probability of
finding an e↵ect, if there is one.

1.4 Chapter/Paper summaries

In this section, we will summarize the di↵erent papers and state their contri-
bution. After that, a discussion of these results will be presented.

1.4.1 Chapter 2/Paper 1: The prospects of a quantita-

tive measurement of agility: A validation study on

an agile maturity model

To investigate how agile practices and their adoption are related to agile teams,
we need to measure agility somehow. The issue of how to measure agility
with high validity is not thoroughly researched in software engineering (see
Related Work in Paper 1). Therefore, as a first step of assessing agile maturity
measurement, Paper 1 presents a validation study on such a measurement tool
(including a pretest case study with a team). The method used for evaluating
the tool was taken from how scales/measurements are developed in psychology
with a focus on rigorous and well-used statistical tests. The results show that
the tool under validation needs more work and further validation. However,
we also discuss the di�culty of measuring agility in such a way.

The main contributions of Paper 1, as stated in the highlights of the pub-
lication, are:

1. A quantitative measurement of ‘agility’ with connected confidence inter-
vals to the items (developed in the pretest).
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2. A positive result from practitioners on that quantitative agility measure-
ment tool.

3. Validation tests of internal consistency and construct validity (negative
results).

4. New groups of item are presented, but we generally question the useful-
ness of such agile maturity models.

5. A described tradeo↵ between quick quantitative versus time-consuming
contextual assessments.

This paper helps to answer RQ1: “Is the agile adoption framework is valid
according to quantitative tests for internal consistency and construct valid-
ity?” and the answer was negative. Some published papers in software en-
gineering make use of these statistical validation techniques in their methods
(see e.g. [10, 40]). However, we conclude that these methods are useful for
larger survey research in software engineering generally, and specifically to
find a measurement of agility. In the quest to find measurements of agility,
studies with larger samples sizes and applied statistical validation techniques,
like that of a factor analysis, are a must to move forward. However, we also
conclude that the concept of ‘agility’ needs to be broken drown to find valid
scales for whatever sub-parts of ‘agility’ that are of interest to the researcher
or practitioner. Therefore, in the next paper, we only looked at team agility
from a group-psychological perspective.

1.4.2 Chapter 3/Paper 2: Group development and group

maturity when building agile teams: A qualitative

and quantitative investigation at eight large com-

panies

Paper 2 directly aims at describing the connections between group maturity
and team agility. This perspective of agility helps define the vague concept of
agility somewhat since a mature team in social psychology and agile teams go
hand-in-hand. Therefore, we see strong indications that it would help both
researchers and practitioners to view agile teams as mature teams since it
provides a path to maturing, and through that maturation, becoming more
agile. Then many of the agile practices can be seen as enablers of group
development, which leads to a higher understanding of what happens in teams
as well as increases the predictability of behavior.

The main contributions of Paper 2, as stated in the highlights of the pub-
lication, are:

1. A found correlations between measurements of agility and group matu-
rity.

2. An in-depth interview analysis of how these correlated factors function.

3. It helps defining agility as a mature group (as described in group psy-
chology).

4. It suggests how agile teams can work with group development.
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Paper 2 comprises ten semi-structured interviews, and the reason for con-
ducting those was to investigate the causal relationship and conduct a more
in-depth analysis of how group development and agility are connected. Such
an analysis provided a greater understanding of what these managers and ag-
ile coaches do practically in their daily work regarding the human factors of
building agile teams. This result implies that teams adopted agile practices
di↵erently depending on their group development stage, which makes it possi-
ble to suggest strategies and support for agile implementations in connection to
these stages. Such guidelines do not exist today, to the best of our knowledge.

Paper 2 helps us to answer RQ2: “How is group maturity connected to
building agile teams?” and the answer was a�rmative; they are intimately
connected. We are the first researchers to provide empirical evidence of con-
nections between agile teams and group development. The study shows how
software engineering could use knowledge from social psychology instead of
reinventing the wheel. Groups have been researched in psychology for almost
a century and to focus on where software engineering is di↵erent instead is
a better investment, in our opinion. We also stated that many practitioners
evidently work on group development to help teams mature in their agility;
however, providing empirical support for their work and create a scientific case
of their work’s importance, is the main contribution of Paper 2. The next pa-
per investigates the connections between agile practices, interpersonal conflict
(apparent in stage 2 of group development), and perceived productivity.

1.4.3 Chapter 4/Paper 3: The links between agile prac-

tices, interpersonal conflict, and perceived produc-

tivity

Paper 3 is an investigation of the hypothesis that agile practices should be
negatively correlated with the second stage of group development, namely
the conflict stage called ‘Counter-dependency and fight.’ The paper helps to
answer RQs 3a: “Which, if any, agile practices are positively or negatively as-
sociated with interpersonal conflict?” and 3b: “Which, if any, agile practices
are positively or negatively associated with perceived productivity?” The first
concerning the conflict stage and the second being about the general validity of
measuring agile practices as suggested by So et al. [40]. The results showed that
interpersonal conflict was negatively connected to the agile practices ‘Iterative
development’ and ‘Customer access.’ Regarding RQ3b, the agile practices ‘It-
eration planning’ and ‘Iterative development’ were both positively correlated,
and the practice of ‘Continuous integration & testing’ was negatively corre-
lated, to the perceived team productivity by agile team members.

The main contributions of Paper 3 are:

1. Evidence of the connection between the conflict stage of group develop-
ment and some of the agile practices.

2. Positive links between some agile practices and perceived team produc-
tivity.

3. Negative connection between ‘Continuous integration & testing’ and per-
ceived team productivity.
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4. The highlighting of the importance of teaching agile teams good conflict
resolution techniques.

In summary, the paper contributes mainly with an a�rmative result to the
hypothesis of existing connections between the intended use of agile practices
and developmental patterns of groups concerning interpersonal conflict. We,
therefore, have collected additional evidence of the importance of adopting
and understanding agility of software engineering teams from a group devel-
opmental perspective. We also found that some agile practices contribute to
team productivity and some do not. Paper 3 did not include any external data
on productivity, which is why we conducted the study that is presented next
(Paper 4).

1.4.4 Chapter 5/Paper 4: The connections between group

maturity, software development velocity and plan-

ning e↵ectiveness

Paper 4 presents a correlative study on all the group development stages,
development velocity, and planning e↵ectiveness. It, therefore, provides us
with answers to the RQs 4a: “What is the association between group maturity
and planning e↵ectiveness?” and 4b: “What is the association between group
maturity and software development velocity?” The former was a found positive
association and the latter was that no association could be found.

Nineteen developers from four di↵erent teams participated and 16 of those
also took part in semi-structured interviews. In order to compare the velocities
of di↵erent teams, we used scrum tasks instead of points since the company
assessed them as being of equal complexity across teams. Therefore, the ve-
locity was measured as the number of hours a team spent on scrum tasks on
average per sprint, which should be interpreted as an inverse mean velocity.

In the participating teams, scrum points, on the other hand, were given
to teams when the product owner approved finished user stories. To obtain a
measurement of e↵ectiveness (delivering value) as opposed to e�ciency (work-
ing fast), we calculated the ratio of planned points at the beginning of a sprint
over earned points at the end of each sprint. Planning could be seen as a
more traditional approach to projects, but in fact, sprint planning is of utter
importance to deliver value in agile projects. The di↵erence is the length of
the planning horizon, i.e. in an agile project, planning is conducted in much
shorter iterations.

The results showed that the Stage 4 ‘Work and productivity’ scale of the
GDQ was strongly correlated to planning e↵ectiveness but not to velocity,
meaning that delivering what is needed is dependent on the group develop-
ment, but not the ability to work fast. These quantitative results were con-
firmed in the qualitative data analysis.

The main contributions of Paper 4 are:

1. A first in-depth qualitative and quantitative study on group development
and software development performance.

2. It provides support for the connection between group maturity and the
planning e↵ectiveness of agile teams.
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3. It highlights the fact that e�ciency in software development teams might
be more dependent on individual technical skills than team dynamics.

4. It suggests that teams in the software engineering context need to be
given the possibility to mature over time from a group development
perspective to achieve higher planning e↵ectiveness; thus, becoming a
self-organizing unit where all members can provide input for accurate
sprint planning.

In summary, we found support for the group development model in relation
to external measurements of productivity as well. However, the group maturity
was not dependent on the software development velocity, which might indicate
that working fast is very dependent on individual technical skills in the soft-
ware engineering domain. To also investigate the micro level of analysis, we
conducted the study presented next (Paper 5).

1.4.5 Chapter 6/Paper 5: Non-technical individual skills

are weakly connected to the maturity of agile prac-

tices

To validate our assumption of explaining team agility on a group-level, Pa-
per 5 investigated if team agility could instead be explained by the individual
nontechnical skills of the team members. Paper 5, therefore, helps us answer-
ing RQ5: “Are individual nontechnical skills connected to the mature use of
agile practices?” and the answer was that they are not. Through collecting
data from agile team members, we created a set of multiple linear regression
models using individual nontechnical skills as factors and the agile practices,
one-by-one, as response variables. The results showed no or very low asso-
ciations between the measurements, which made us conclude that individual
nontechnical skills are not the optimal level of analysis when trying to explain
team agility. This result, therefore, supports our previous papers’ assumption
that agile teams need to be understood from a group dynamics perspective,
and not an individual one, i.e. agility is a team capacity and not the sum of
the individual team members’ nontechnical skills.

The main contributions of Paper 5 are:

1. A larger quantitative study (N = 197) on the relationship between indi-
vidual nontechnical skills and agile practices in use.

2. It shows lack of support for the assumption that team agility can be
understood by looking at team members’ individual nontechnical skills.

3. It provides evidence of the importance of focusing on the nontechnical
skills as a team-level capacity instead of assuring that all individuals
possess such skills.

4. It shows that, just like the collective intelligence has been shown to be
unrelated to individual intelligence, individual nontechnical skills seem
to be unrelated to nontechnical team skills.

In the next section, we will discuss the presented papers in relation to the
background and related work, and see how they together answer the overall
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research question of “How is group maturity related to team agility in software
development?”.

1.5 Discussion

The results of this thesis show that there are connections between a group’s
maturity and what is meant by an ‘agile team,’ i.e. this thesis contributes
with showing the relevance of psychological group processes when building
agile teams, which has not been researched prior to our work, as far as we
know.

The agile approach to software development, but also to projects in gen-
eral, is based on acknowledging that the human and social factors in projects
are among the critical success factors [21]. When noticing their importance,
some software developers created the ‘agile manifesto,’ in which they tried
to specify what principles teams of software developers should follow to suc-
ceed [4]. These principles came from practice and were therefore not created in
reference to existing management, organizational or social psychology research
(see e.g. [114]). As can be concluded from the literature review of this thesis,
many of the agile principles are far from new in relation to human knowledge
of work groups, like the ‘retrospective’ [65] that is called ‘team debrief’ [64].
However, what might be considered as having a stronger acceptance in agile
as compared to other paradigms, and maybe due to its inclusion in the agile
manifesto, is the implementation of responsiveness to change [4]. The software
industry is a context of rapid change in complex projects, which enforces the
necessity of dealing with volatile demand [7]. The reasons for not relating agile
software development to any existing science might be due to lack of research
knowledge from practitioners, but also a strategy for selling expensive con-
sultancy hours (i.e. selling an entirely ‘new’ management paradigm is simpler
than selling small changes to an old one). This explanation, however, is pure
speculation from our side.

As we have also seen in the literature review of this thesis, there is a lot of
overlap between existing knowledge of, and research on, the work-place in gen-
eral and the agile practices. A few internal organizational examples being de-
creasing inter-group bias through cross-functional teams [60], striving towards
self-organization of teams in order to increase responsiveness to change [46],
creating organizational citizenship behavior through shared visions [50], em-
powerment and trust [47], and removing ‘waste’ in the process [53]. Externally,
having good relationships with the customer through participation and access
has also been shown to be valuable from a social-psychological perspective [73].
The only practice that we have not found any specific support for in the lit-
erature review for this thesis was a connection between an agile approach
specifically and the practice of ‘collocation.’ While we found that being collo-
cated always makes the social relationships easier, we did not find this to be
any di↵erent for agile teams as compared to other types of team.

To put the ‘agile team’ in context, studies have shown the importance of
the whole organization adopting the agile principles, not only the teams (see
e.g. [101]). What is interesting with the group development questionnaire is
that the organizational environment can hinder the group’s development, i.e.
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a group might not get a chance to mature, but the causes could be external.
This e↵ect poses an essential realization in practice since poor results on the
GDQ is tempting to use as a team evaluation tool. However, it is apparent in
the consultancy guidelines (not publicly available) that the workgroups own
their result and to use it for management objectives is strictly prohibited.
Based on our studies on group development and team agility, we have seen
that the micro-level is much less useful than previously thought, which is also
confirmed by negative results of using personality tests in research on software
engineering teams (see, e.g. [82, 83]). The strategic (or macro) level has been
shown to be important in previous research [13], and the research included in
this thesis has shown that agile maturity needs to be investigated as group
phenomena. The building of teams implies that ‘team agility’ needs to be
understood both in context, i.e. the organizational ecosystem in relation to
organizational maturity [100], but also in relation to project phases [96], and
individual team members’ readiness in relation to types of leadership [97]. This
thesis then adds the temporal perspective of the maturity of the work groups,
i.e. the answer to the overall research question of “How is group maturity
related to team agility in software development?” is that:

Workgroups at di↵erent group development stages will adopt team
agility di↵erently even if they are all given apparently the same opportu-
nity within the organization.

Our results imply that a more thought-through approach to agility, that
also includes aspects of group maturity, could increase the understanding and
predictability of the agile implementation. The results suggest that the behav-
ior observed in the agile practices are less frequent (or used di↵erently than
intended) in immature groups. This result implies that leaders and managers
could be helped by preparing for this disparity and accept this as a natural
part of a group’s development. Practitioners should be aware of that the group
could make di↵erent use of the agile practices when less mature and first gets
the possibility to leverage these practices when the group has developed fur-
ther. Even if some practices will be used di↵erently in the first compared to
the latter stages of group development, this does not imply that these prac-
tices should not be implemented in the beginning. Rather, such practices are
most likely needed for the group to develop since, e.g. Retrospectives, give the
group a forum to reflect on group work. Such reflection is needed in all stages.
However, the content will di↵er since the group has di↵erent issues to work
on from a group developmental perspective. This temporal perspective is also
in line with the results by Lehtinen et al. [65] where they observed behavioral
changes in retrospectives over time.

For example, a group with lower group maturity might be less likely to
use some of the practices in the way they are described. The opposite is then
also true, meaning that a group with a higher group maturity score might
behave more in a way described in the agile software development literature.
Such results contribute to our understanding of why a transition to a more
agile approach is more di�cult for some teams at specific points in time. The
agile literature mostly includes success stories of how agile teams work when
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they work exceptionally well (see e.g. [33]). One could argue that most sug-
gested processes of e↵ective teamwork assume mature teams, but it is evident
that there is more of a team focus in the agile approach compared to other ap-
proaches to projects [85], i.e. group dynamics is more important to understand
in the agile team than traditional ones.

The fact that groups have di↵erent needs over time could be connected to
leadership research that focuses on that di↵erent leadership is needed in dif-
ferent contexts depending on what the group and group-members need. The
situational leadership model [97] includes maturity levels of the group mem-
bers, but also that balance is necessary between relation- and task-oriented
leadership behavior. They present the four di↵erent styles ‘telling’, ‘sell-
ing,’ ‘participating,’ and ‘delegating’ that are somewhat translatable to the
group development stages. With more immature groups, telling and selling
are needed approaches for the leadership to be successful, while at the more
mature stages, participating and, finally, delegating are more e↵ective styles,
since the group can self-organize. This means that the agile practices need to
be implemented using a di↵erent leadership style depending on the maturity
level of the group. In the agile method Scrum, we find descriptions of ‘agile
leadership’ as being facilitating instead of directing [29,32]. Facilitation works
well in a mature group, but if that is not the case, the leader will need to
behave di↵erently to move the group forward. That is why situational leader-
ship adapted to the group development stages needs to be incorporated into
software engineering processes, and if they are not, leaders and managers will
wrongfully try to follow a method that could be hindering the progress of that
specific team.

It is also cumbersome to only look at the process maturity, like CMMI
(Capability Maturity Model Integration) or the ISO/IEC 15504 SPICE (Soft-
ware Process Improvement and Capability Determination), since we want agile
value-driven organizations that use agile practices to implement agile princi-
ples. Also, process maturity models are based on building customer trust
by process infrastructure instead of working software, and customer partic-
ipation [115]. The strategists (managers/leaders) and the employees of an
organization need to set the vision according to the organization’s purpose of
existence in alignment with the agile principles (the cultural change) and then
select agile practices to support that journey [4].

1.6 Validity threats

Most reviewers and authors in the software engineering research field, base
their concept of validity on two publications, namely [116] and [103]. While
we highly appreciate the authors’ work in these publications, we are afraid
the four categories of validity threats promoted for both experimentation and
case study research (i.e. construct, internal, external, and reliability), have
often turned into a ‘quick fix’ at the end of papers. This tendency might be
because the categories are not described in more detail concerning test theory.
In this section, we suggest a di↵erent approach to validity threats than what
is commonplace in software engineering research and apply that approach to
the appended papers.
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A stepwise and shallow presentation of these four validity threats cate-
gories, at the end of each paper, indicates an immature approach to validity
aspects in the software engineering field, even for well-designed studies regard-
ing the resources available and novelty of the work presented. Besides, we
have met very few researchers who remember the name of the first category
and what it comprises, i.e. construct validity, simply because researchers have
read other categories in related fields, such as criterion, conclusion, concurrent,
content, and convergent validity. Sadly, we also lose many important subcate-
gories of construct validity that should be taken into account throughout any
research project or program, especially the ones promoting validation with
real data. Such studies are of course demanding and require a lot of resources,
which imply that they take time.

In accordance with Feldt et al. [117], we believe that “validity is a goal,
not something that can be proven or assured with the use of specific proce-
dures.” There are also trade-o↵s between di↵erent validity threats, e.g. if more
resources are spent in assuring a good operationalization of a particular cause
and e↵ect, the whole experiment might su↵er from being a ‘toy problem’ with
very little or no practical value. Therefore, we do not agree that as many valid-
ity threats as possible should be listed at the end of each publication together
with statements of how they were mitigated, since such a utopian study does
not, and will never, exist. Instead, we suggest that the method section should
be reworked until it is as clear as can be. With a well-written method section,
threats to validity will be clear in the description of the planning conducted,
and statements regarding sample sizes and generalization need not be explic-
itly stated or repeated in a discussion of validity threats at the end of each
paper. As Feldt et al. [117] also conclude, the guidelines given in both [116]
and [103] are from conducting experimental planning or case studies. They
were not intended as post-study ‘quick fix’ checklists by the authors, which
they also explicitly state in [103]: “It is, as described above, important to
consider the validity of the case study from the beginning.”

We suggest that no categories be used for listing validity threats in re-
search papers since we believe they are somewhat counterproductive, despite
the fact that we have most often done that ourselves. The more complex
validity aspects that need clarification after the reader has read the method
section could be discussed under a section called ‘Validity threats,’ ‘Threats
to validity,’ ‘Limitations,’ or the like. Another option is to simply write the
threats as a part of the discussion section, but the practical significance of
the threats needs to be in focus. What is important is that both authors and
reviewers consider threats to validity throughout their research. To help to im-
plement such an awareness, we suggest a checklist below inspired by seminal
work conducted by Messick [118] in relation to testing validity, but where we
also include validity aspects in relation to specific research studies as already
suggested by [116] and [103].

Messick [119] defines validity as follows:

“Validity is not a property of the test or assessment as such, but
rather of the meaning of the test scores. These scores are a function
not only of the items or stimulus conditions but also of the persons
responding as well as the context of the assessment. In particular,
what needs to be valid is the meaning or interpretation of the score;
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as well as any implications for action that this meaning entails.”

This definition implies that we always validate the usage of a test, and never
the test itself. We would like to mention here that a ‘test’ refers to a psycholog-
ical test, i.e. a measurement of a construct (a ‘construct’ in any scientific field
is a phenomenon defined as a distinct category that is under study). In the
quote by Messick, we can see that he advocates a more applied and practical
treatment of validity. He also argues that validity of a test is only one construct
that he calls ‘construct validity.’ He writes that di↵erent aspects of construct
validity can still be presented in order of convenience. However, they are still
interrelated both operationally and logically. Also “the principles of validity
apply to all assessments, whether based on tests, questionnaires, behavioral
observations, work samples, or whatever” [119]. The presented six aspects are
Consequential, Content, Substantive, Structural, External, and Generalizabil-
ity, and, to clarify, are all concerning the actual measurements, and not, for
example, the generalizability of treatment in a specific experiment.

Besides, reliability is seen as a prerequisite for validity, and the exter-
nal, internal and conclusion validity in relation to a research study is also
included below, following [116] and [103]. However, we think it is of utter
importance to change the culture in software engineering research from see-
ing tool-constructing as the holy grail of research and instead value validation
studies higher. To build theory, and make good use of research funding, soft-
ware engineering researchers need to conduct; ideally, a study of each aspect of
construct validity presented below, before drawing conclusions to the intended
population and connections between constructs. Therefore, throughout a re-
search project or program, we suggest the following checklist be used:

• Reliability — Reliability is ‘repeatability’ or ‘consistency’. A measure is
considered reliable if it would give us the same result over and over again
(assuming that what we are measuring is static), essentially answering
the question: Does the test measure anything?

1. Stability – Is the testing stable if we do a test and then another
test on the same subjects under the same conditions (test-retest
procedure) or parallel testing?

2. Internal consistency – Is the test consistent with regards to, e.g. the
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) [120] or Cronbach’s ↵ [121]?

• Construct Validity — Does the test measure what it is meant to measure?

1. Consequential – What are the potential risks if the scores are, in
actuality, invalid or inappropriately interpreted?

2. Content – Do test items appear to be measuring the construct of
interest?

3. Substantive – Is the theoretical foundation underlying the construct
of interest sound?

4. Structural – Do the interrelationships of dimensions measured by
the test correlate with the construct of interest and test scores?
These can be tested by using a factor analysis (FA) or a principal
component analysis (PCA).
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5. External – Does the test have ecological, convergent, discriminant,
and predictive qualities?

(a) Ecological — Is the real-world behavior in accordance with how
a subject answers the test?

(b) Convergent — Is the test similar to (converges on) other oper-
ationalizations that it theoretically should be similar to? For
example, two agile maturity models should result in similar lev-
els of maturity when applied to the same organization at the
same time.

(c) Discriminant — Is the test dissimilar to (diverges from) other
operationalizations that it theoretically should not be similar
to? Maybe we hypothesize that testing practices should not
be correlated to developers’ self-esteem. If so, measurements of
both should have a low correlation.

(d) Predictive — Can the tests predict something it should theo-
retically be able to predict?

6. Generalizability – Does the test generalize across di↵erent groups,
settings, and tasks? This aspect of generalizability is in relation to
the actual measurement only, i.e. generalizability of one measured
construct only. This category is not to be confused with external
validity of the whole study described below.

• Conclusion validity — Is the degree to which conclusions reached regard-
ing relationships in our data reasonable?

• Internal validity — Internal validity is most often seen as an investiga-
tion of causality between measured constructs, i.e. could there be other
confounding factors in the study where the test(s) is(are) used?

• External validity — External validity is concerned with generalizations
in relation to the whole study. Are the results valid for the intended
larger population? In the case of experimentation, this includes aspects
like treatment, subjects, and context. In the case of a correlative survey
study, the external validity would be the generalizability of the actual
correlation study and not the constructs being measured. In the ideal
case, a smaller correlation study deploys measurements that have already
been validated with large datasets.

We believe such a systematic approach to threats to validity is useful in
research. However, some troublesome studies about research evaluations show
that researchers, just like all people, often conduct a biased memory search
based on their motivation. However, people are not biased without the feeling
of being able to justify their conclusions. In a study by Gilovich [122] the loss
of a football team was explained by a fluke in the game only if the subjects were
aware of it, and if they were not, they lost faith in their team’s talent. There
is also evidence showing that directional goals may a↵ect the use of statistical
heuristics. In a study by Ginossar et al. [123], they showed that subjects
used information (like a base-rate) only when it could motivate reaching their
directional goal. By re-analyzing such results, Kunda [107] proposes that the
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infamous results by the Nobel Prize winners of economic sciences, Tversky
and Kahneman popularized by Kahneman [124], is an oversimplification and
that the more analytical reasoning is also prone to bias. Kunda [107] also
shows that the more generally known confirmation bias [125], is not purely
a cognitive bias, but better understood as a biased memory search (even if
Kunda herself did not use the term ‘confirmation bias’). In a troublesome
review of biased research evaluations, she presents cases where subjects in favor
of a specific directional goal judged research studies as of higher validity and
better conducted as compared to subjects with a di↵erent predisposition (see,
e.g. Pyszczynski et al. [109]). She concludes that the subjects used heuristics
depending on the conclusions of the research, not its methods [107], which
is, again, utterly troublesome for the academic community. The question is
if we will ever be able to manage confirmation bias in research. At least, we
can be structured and consistent in our requirements of the di↵erent scientific
methods used. Hence, instead of listing categories of validity threats, we will
below describe the actual threat we see to the di↵erent papers in this thesis.

The confirmation bias problem in research has also been shown to exist in
software engineering explicitly [126], which is far from surprising, but impor-
tant to show. On top of confirmation bias comes both researcher bias (statis-
tically non-significant results that become significant through questionable re-
search or analysis practices) and publication bias (statistically non-significant
results that are not reported), something Jørgensen et al. [127] also have stud-
ied in the empirical software engineering domain. All these studies show that
we need a more systematic approach to validity on many di↵erent levels.

Generalizations need to be drawn with more care, we argue, and even the
most extensive empirical studies in software engineering have a too small sam-
ple size to state anything about the ‘truth’ for these concepts. It takes a field
decades to build up a body of knowledge extensive enough for a meta-study
to have such claims of external validity. See for example Freeman et al. [128],
where they used 225 studies to conclude that active learning outperforms tra-
ditional lecturing with regards to student performance. Or the conclusion
that we inherit 49% of our developed human traits, based on 2,748 publica-
tions including 14,558,903 twin pairs [129]. The point is that new concepts in
exploratory research are most likely not possible to generalize outside of the
specific case. We could choose to believe that it is true somewhere else, but
without empirical evidence to support such a claim. However, the internal
validity is often considered higher in interview studies since a validation of the
possible causal relationships is included in the design.

1.6.1 The validity threats of the appended papers revis-

ited

Below, we reanalyze some of our publications using our proposed checklist.
The outcome is the same as the validity threats sections of each paper except
Paper 1 (Chapter 2) which is a validation study itself. Our new checklist
provides us with an overview of where in the overall validation process we
currently are, which can guide further validation studies in our research. We
can also use the checklist to discuss the threats to validity when we opt to use
the specific test in, for example, an experiment.
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The first paper we will reanalyze, Paper 1 (Chapter 2), shows one aspect
of testing the validity of an agile maturity tool. The standard validation
method used can easily be repeated on another data set and is a well-used and
validated procedure. It is easy to confuse the validation of the measurement
and the validation of our validation study. We only analyze the former below
since we see our study as a step in a more extensive validation process of that
specific measurement tool. In our reanalyses below we opted to use a 5-point
scale ranging from very low to very high. The score of an entire category
is not solely based on an average, but instead a qualitative assessment of the
impact of the conducted validation but also in relation to if a validation aspect
has not been investigated at all. The exact values are not essential, what is
important is the guidance the checklist provides. Also, just like Wholin et
al. [116] concludes, not all categories of threats will be useful for all studies.

• Reliability — very low

1. Stability — not tested

2. Internal consistency — very low due to our study.

• Construct Validity — moderate

1. Consequential — moderate, since we see some contradictory re-
sults between the statistical validation results and the qualitative
data collected by both Sidky [130] and us. The possible misinter-
pretation of scores, therefore, need more investigation.

2. Content — very high, based on Sidky’s [130] work.

3. Substantive — very low, because agility is defined as the use of
practices and that the tool mixes many di↵erent abstraction levels
of the organization.

4. Structural — very low due to our study.

5. External — low (too many not tested).

(a) Ecological — high, since we also conducted a pretest with a
focus group in relation to their own work context. Sidky [130]
himself also included validation with practitioners in his origi-
nal work.

(b) Convergent — not tested

(c) Discriminant — not tested

(d) Predictive — not tested

6. Generalizability — moderate, since it was assessed by agile prac-
titioners by Sidky [130], but only in one study at one point in time.

• Conclusion validity — low since a threat to our validation study is the
relatively small sample used for the validation procedure and the fact
that we changed the perspective from measuring agile potential to cur-
rent agility. Sidky also used expert assessment and observations instead
of distributing a survey to every team member and base the analysis
on their overall score. Also, as stated in Paper 1, there might be some
fundamental issues with trying to develop an agile measurement model
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for all abstraction levels of an organization without also assessing the
context of the specific organization. This di�culty is also a reason why
we continued our research by breaking down “agility” into smaller sub-
parts, e.g. only investigating the dynamics of what is meant by an agile
team in comparison to other types of team.

• Internal validity — very low, and as stated in Paper 1, the confounding
factors that e↵ect agile maturity models need to be researched a lot more.

• External validity — not applicable, since we conducted a validation
study of structural construct validity and internal consistency only.

Paper 2 (Chapter 3) is a study on the connections between team maturity
and agility, that comprises both qualitative (through interviews) and quanti-
tative data (through a survey). Di↵erent types of data have di↵erent validity
and below is an assessment of the overall validity and the construct validity of
the measurements used.

• Reliability — moderate

1. Stability — low since one of measurements used were thoroughly
tested for stability (the group development questionnaire [94]) and
the other was not at all (the agile adoption framework with new
categories of items, see Paper 1).

2. Internal consistency — high, the survey can be distributed again
and is based on the new categories of questions suggested in Paper 1,
and the thoroughly validated group development questionnaire [94].

• Construct Validity — high

1. Consequential — very high since practitioners stated the impor-
tance of team maturity aspects when building teams. If the results
are inaccurate, trying to build a team well in an agile context will
probably not, at least, cause harm to the development.

2. Content — high since the two measures used were repeatedly val-
idated by practitioners regarding their applicability in context [94,
130].

3. Substantive — low since one of the measures has a strong theoret-
ical foundation (the group development questionnaire [84]) and the
other has shown many issues in regards to what construct it aims
at measuring exactly (the agile adoption framework, see Paper 1).

4. Structural — very high since both measures show satisfactory
through factor analyses.

5. External — moderate

(a) Ecological — very high since the major part of the study was
based on interview data with practitioners.

(b) Convergent — not tested

(c) Discriminant — not tested
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(d) Predictive — high since we found strong correlations between
the agile measurement and the thoroughly validated group ma-
turity measurement, i.e. we can significantly predict variance
in group maturity on Scale 4 (Work and productivity) by using
the agile measurement.

6. Generalizability — high since the group development questionnaire
has been used for many di↵erent types of human groups and the
agility measure was validated by agile experts and also measured
qualitatively using interview data.

• Conclusion validity — high since the study includes a deeper qualitative
analysis and, therefore, an increased possibility to understand the be-
havior under investigation and the relationships between the constructs.
However, it is not very high since only one author thematically analyzed
that transcripts. It is also lower because no inter-rater agreement was
included.

• Internal validity — low since the scarce validation done on the quantita-
tive agility measure is troublesome concerning what that data represents.

• External validity — moderate since the interview data provided rich
information on how and where the constructs surface and was collected
some a range of di↵erent companies, however, the population we can
generalize to is IT companies in the US and possibly other parts of
the world with similar corporate culture. The quantitative survey data
sample is too small for broader generalization (N = 66).

Paper 3 (Chapter 4) only used validated scales developed by other re-
searchers on substantial datasets to describe the links between agile practices,
interpersonal conflict, and perceived productivity. We only had quantitative
and cross-sectional data and can, therefore, discuss causality, and our conclu-
sions are dependent on us having a random sample of the intended population
of agile teams.

• Reliability — high

1. Stability — moderate since the group development questionnaire
has been thoroughly tested for stability [94], but the perceptive
agile measurement has not.

2. Internal consistency — very high

• Construct Validity — high

1. Consequential — low since we do not know the e↵ects of misin-
terpreting level of conflict or the use of agile practices. However,
we assess the severity of such misinterpretation as high since score
meanings would severely damage teams if they, for example, have
high levels of conflict but obtain low scores and are therefore reluc-
tant to resolute them.

2. Content — very high because both measurements have been de-
veloped and tested by experts.
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3. Substantive — very high since both measures have a strong theo-
retical foundation and, as compare to Paper 2, the agility measure
focuses on the social-psychological e↵ect of agile practices, which
clarifies the construct to a large extent.

4. Structural — very high since both measures were tested with em-
pirical data and analyzed using statistical factor analysis.

5. External — very low

(a) Ecological — not tested, i.e. we did not collect any contex-
tual information about the relationships between the measured
constructs.

(b) Convergent — not tested

(c) Discriminant — not tested

(d) Predictive — not tested

6. Generalizability — high since the group development questionnaire
has been tested with huge sets of data (see, e.g. [75], however,
mostly with data from people in the US [94]) and the perceptive
agile measurement also has validation conducted on, at least, more
data than other agility measures. In contrast, the perceptive agile
measurement was validated with data from many di↵erent parts of
the world [40].

• Conclusion validity — high since we used validated measurements and
a well-known statistical method.

• Internal validity — very low since we have no information about causal-
ity or how the constructs under study interact nor do we have any idea
about possible confounding factors.

• External validity — low since we can only generalize to the population of
software development companies in Sweden. We believe similar patterns
would exist in other parts of the world, especially since interpersonal
conflict is a basic human trait. However, the behavior expressing conflict
might di↵er.

Paper 4 (Chapter 5) investigates the connections between group maturity
(again, measured by the group development questionnaire), software devel-
opment velocity (measured by hours spent on scrum tasks), and planning
e↵ectiveness (measured by earned over planned points per sprint).

• Reliability — very high

1. Stability — very high since both the group development question-
naire and the external measures of performance can be retaken in
the same way.

2. Internal consistency — very high of the same reasons as 1).

• Construct Validity — high

1. Consequential — high since the potential harm of misinterpreta-
tion is low because working on building a good team cannot be
destructive in relation to agile software development.
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2. Content — moderate since the group development questionnaire
scored high in this category, but the other two measurements are
proxies for performance, which need to research or perspectives be-
fore they can be assessed as equally high. Specifically the mea-
surement of velocity and to compare velocities between teams is a
thorny issue.

3. Substantive — high but not very high due to the issue of measuring
software development velocity.

4. Structural — very high since factor analyses were conducted on
the group development questionnaire and the performance measure-
ments were external quantitative measures.

5. External — high

(a) Ecological — very high since both the quantitative and qual-
itative data were verified with key participants.

(b) Convergent — moderate if seen from the perspective of inves-
tigating the convergent validity of the group development ques-
tionnaire. Since it showed significant correlations to a measure-
ment of software development performance, it can be argued to
be a valid measurement of temporal team dynamics also in the
agile team context.

(c) Discriminant — moderate since we did not test the group de-
velopment questionnaire against a measure that it theoretically
should be dissimilar to. However, the fact that the team ma-
turity level was not related to velocity propose an interesting
new finding in relation to this category.

(d) Predictive — very high since, again, the team maturity should
be able to predict the performance of any teamwork. However,
in hindsight, implementing features fast was more dependent
on individual technical skills, which make us conclude that the
predictive power the of group development questionnaire is very
high.

6. Generalizability — very low since we had a unique opportunity
to collect similar data from four di↵erent teams, we do not know
how to collect more data, and more data is needed, to assess the
generalizability of the findings.

• Conclusion validity — very high since we discussed both the group
development issues and the external measurements of performance in
interviews with practitioners.

• Internal validity — very low since we did not investigate causality be-
tween construct at all in any of the data analyses conducted, i.e. we
do not have any information of the direction of the influence between
planning e↵ectiveness, group maturity, and velocity.

• External validity — low since we believe the study shows connections
between the studied construct that would be similar outside the specific
case. However, as stated above, we need more data from more contexts
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and high samples with comparable measures of performance to increase
the external validity.

Paper 5 (Chapter 6) is a study on the connections between individual
nontechnical skills and the maturity of agile practices in teams. It can be seen
as a study of discriminant validity since we investigated if another level of
analysis could explain more variance than our group-level constructs.

• Reliability — low

1. Stability — very low since the stability was not investigated for
the measure of individual skills.

2. Internal consistency — low no such studies or data have been col-
lected for the skills measurement.

• Construct Validity — moderate

1. Consequential — high since we do not believe assessing skills nor
agile team practices would harm the teams if misinterpreted. How-
ever, the issues with measuring self-assessed skills might cause our
conclusions to be wrong which in turn might harm companies if
they mistakenly change their recruitment and team composition
practices.

2. Content — moderate due to the untested, however intuitive, mea-
sure of skills.

3. Substantive — low since skills suggested in the related work of
software engineering research is mostly based on smaller studies
with old and small datasets.

4. Structural — low again due to the skills measurement.

5. External — moderate

(a) Ecological — very low since we do not know the actual skills
or how they were assessed in context. In addition, the mea-
surement of individual skills is not a validated procedure.

(b) Convergent — not tested

(c) Discriminant — high since we also checked if the individual
nontechnical skills could predict perceived code quality instead
in the same study, which it could not either.

(d) Predictive — very high seen from the perspective of the agility
measurement since team-level capacity should not be predicted
by individual skills. Such a conclusion is new to the software
engineering research field, however, not to psychology.

6. Generalizability — very low since we have no information in rela-
tion to di↵erent groups, settings, or tasks and our way of measuring
skills.

• Conclusion validity — low because of a large threat to lies in our self-
assessment of individual nontechnical skills. Since we only measured
perceived skills we do not know if these are connected to real skills,
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however, we speculate that the probably are since related studies in
psychology suggest people systematically overestimate their skills, which
then still makes associative studies possible (i.e. the error is systematic
and not random).

• Internal validity — low since we do not know if our items capture the
actual skills since they have not been used or validated before, and,
therefore, there could be a diversity of confounding factors that explain
the results.

• External validity — high despite a convenience sample of IT depart-
ments of di↵erent organizations since the sample consists of data from
seven organizations on di↵erent continents as well as from the public and
private sectors. The organizations were also of di↵erent sizes, and the
participating teams were at di↵erent maturity levels, according to the
‘gatekeepers’ at each company. We also decided to omit role information
from the agile team members participating in the research, which would,
hopefully, capture the agile practices from a team perspective and not
just from the perspective of software developers. In summary, we believe
the sample reflects agile team practices, at least in large parts of South
America and Europe.

Summary We will finish this section by summarizing the validity overall
objective of this thesis, i.e. the relationship between group development (team
maturity) and what is meant by an agile team. To state if group maturity is
a prerequisite for agility, more and larger studies are needed and preferably
longitudinal ones, to draw conclusions about causality. The construct validity
of ‘agility’ is probably the largest threat to the papers that investigate ‘team
agility’ in this thesis. However, we contribute to defining the subcategory of
‘agile teams’ as mature (Stage 4) workgroups as described in social psychology
to at least pinpoint what agility means on a team level. The correlation shown
in Paper 2 (Chapter 3) could be seen to strengthen the agile maturity tool
since it had significant concurrent validity to another validated tool. If agility
means at least some aspects of group maturity, the maturity model indeed
captured some aspects of it, since the measurement was correlated to the
group development questionnaire (GDQ). Also, we could have internal validity
threats in the form of other uncontrolled variables a↵ecting both the agility
and group maturity measurements, but the interviews mitigated some of these
threats to the survey design. The reliability of qualitative approaches is usually
considered lower than collecting quantitative data. When it comes to the
interviews etc. that we conducted, the perception of the researcher introduced
social bias, which is a threat to conclusion validity. This threat means that
these studies are less reliable since they are di�cult to replicate. However, the
combination of validated quantitative surveys, external project performance
data, and qualitative interviews triangulates the issue of group development
and agility, which then mitigates and increases the reliability and validity
overall. We also have data from other abstraction levels of the organization to
support our hypotheses.

On a final remark, we would like to state that analyzing and navigating
through validity threats throughout a research program is a very challenging
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endeavor. We think that our proposed checklist was useful and made us re-
alize what validation studies we need to conduct in the future to strengthen
the validity of the conclusions reached. As also mentioned, we think it is
imperative to change the culture in software engineering research from see-
ing tool-constructing as the holy grail of research and instead value validation
studies higher. Such studies are crucial to theory building and, just like in
psychological research, spending an entire Ph.D. candidacy on the validation
of one single measurement tool should be, not only approved but encouraged.

1.7 Conclusions and future work

This thesis set out to investigate how group maturity is related to team agility
in software development. Through a set of studies employing di↵erent research
designs, we have found that agile work groups at di↵erent group development
stages will adopt team agility di↵erently. These findings are important contri-
butions to both researchers and practitioners since they introduce an important
temporal perspective to building agile teams that need to be taken into con-
sideration in both research and practice to understand the dynamics of agile
teams. We have specifically focused on group development in connection with
agile teams, but have also conducted a validation study of agility to under-
stand the construct better. In addition, we changed the level of analysis and
validated our assumption of using the work-group as the level of analysis by
both investigating strategic agility, and if individual nontechnical skills could
explain the mature use of agile practices.

The most natural next step is to investigate the agile practices explicitly,
as defined by So et al. [40], and the whole group development questionnaire.
The measurement of Scale 4 has been shown to correlate to e↵ectiveness mea-
surements in other fields. A couple of examples are; ability to finish projects
faster [131], better student performance on a standardized test (SAT scores)
if faculty team is mature [132,133], and lower mortality rates in intensive care
units performing surgery [134]. Future research could also collect more data
from di↵erent parts of the world and see if group maturity and agility di↵er
depending on culture. We mostly employed a cross-sectional research design,
which gives us di�culty in drawing any conclusions about causal relationships.
Future research should research these concepts over time in longitudinal stud-
ies. For example, ‘could we increase agility by helping the team in its group
development?’ Or, ‘does an agile software development process lead to the
group maturing?’, which Schölkopf and his colleagues’ latest work could help
us answer (see, e.g. [135]).

Social identity theory could be utterly useful when navigating through
the added complexity of the di↵erent social relationship surfacing in an agile
project. However, the theory could be seen as complicated and hard to grasp
for people without a behavioral science background, which means researchers
must first run experiments to gather empirical evidence to build a theory
of ‘agility’ eventually, and then provide scientifically founded and validated
guidelines to practitioners.

Another direction for practice could be the application and realization of
an aspect that Lewin [136] already suggested in the 1930s. He showed that it is
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possible to link a variety of facts of individual and social psychology when, in-
stead of using classification, describing them in terms of how they a↵ect the sit-
uation. Examples from the software engineering context might be the process
of learning and orientation, time perspective, planning, problems of individual
maturation, technical skills, conflicts and tension, and team cohesion. The con-
cept of ‘agility’ has been shown to be highly contextual, which is natural since
achieving agility is something existing in the ‘force fields’ within di↵erent types
of organization (as expressed in Lewinian vocabulary). Lewin [136] suggested
replacing classifications with the construction, derivation, and axiomatization
of laws, meaning that the inter-dependencies of objects and events are only
relevant in relation to the systems they are in. This approach can be directly
applied to achieving ‘agility’ since the agile principles can be viewed as the
end-goal and all the forces (from all di↵erent abstraction levels of the orga-
nization) can be understood in relation to their e↵ects on the specific system
(i.e. the organizational context).

Finally, a more long-term future step is to introduce university courses
in behavioral software engineering [17] that comprise much-needed training
for students in social-psychological factors influencing software development
projects.
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